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Search and rescue (SAR) in remote maritime locations is a difficult mission. One of the

limitations in these isolated regions is the low density of available oceanographic data for

model validation. In order to examine the state of remote search and rescue a review of

maritime search theory and advances was conducted. This included basic drift theory,

leeway, available environmental data, and the current methods used by the United States

Coast Guard for SAR operations. In particular the U.S. Coast Guard’s fourteenth district’s

SAR case history was examined and it was found that 60% of SAR cases fall outside

of areas that have high-resolution wind and current data, with only global scale model

forecasts available. In addition, 2% of cases occurred in offshore waters (> 12 nm from

land) and exceeded 36 h in asset response time. Three SAR simulations were run off the

coast of Oahu, Hawaii using the same wind data but different surface current models.

These simulations had extremely large (up to 12,000 km2) search areas, highlighting the

need for solutions that narrow these expected areas.

Keywords: search and rescue, ocean currents, drift, leeway, remote regions

1. INTRODUCTION

The United States Coast Guard (USCG) is responsible for more than 21.3 million square nautical
miles of ocean and oversees 11 mission areas including aids to navigation, living marine resources,
law enforcement, and search and rescue. In 2017, the USCG responded to 16,000 search and rescue
(SAR) cases and saved over 4,000 lives. Although most SAR cases are short lived and do not require
an extensive search, the cases that do extend over multiple days and necessitate extensive asset
allocations are quite expensive. These cases generally have a low probability of successfully finding
missing persons alive. During a typical SAR case, nowcast and forecasted oceanographic and
meteorological data from numerical models are used to predict the drift pattern of the lost object
or person using leeway calculations. In many areas there are limited observational oceanographic
datasets available to verify drift prediction from the fields, which can reduce the probability of
success. A prime example is the Coast Guard’s fourteenth district, which is responsible for the
Hawaiian Islands, America Samoa, Guam, the Northern Mariana Islands, and the Republic of
the Marshall Islands as well as the high seas in between. Many of these regions are isolated and
lack observational current data for model validation. In addition, the island regime creates unique
issues that are not common in mainland region cases such as the large ocean distance between
population centers, crossing between islands can cover deep, exposed waters and may be done in
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small craft (Brushett et al., 2014). Here, we review the literature
on SAR in maritime environments and examine SAR statistics
in the USCG’s fourteenth district to identify gaps in our current
oceanographic data coverage. Then, using current methods and
datasets available to USCG SAR, we run three example case
studies in the Hawaiian Islands.

2. SEARCH AND RESCUE
FUNDAMENTALS

Objects lost at sea are subject to forcing from ocean currents,
winds and waves. For SAR purposes, an object drifting in the
ocean subject only to a current Vc is expected to drift at the
same speed as and in the direction of Vc. However, the addition
of wind complicates the equations. Due to the complex nature
of wind forcing on the ocean surface and the fact that the area
exposed to the wind is different for each search object, a drift
prediction requires more than just knowledge of the surface
current speed. Total drift is predicted from leeway, defined as the
motion of the object induced by the 10-m reference height wind
and surface waves relative to the ocean current in Breivik et al.
(2013) as well as Allen and Plourde (1999). Using the definitions
put forth in Allen (2005), wind forcing is treated as a vector with
a direction andmagnitude. Leeway speed is the velocity given to a
drifting object from the wind, relative to the ambient currents. It
is usually noted as a percentage of the wind speed. Leeway angle
represents the angular offset from the downwind direction. This
angle, when combined with the downwind component leeway,
and the crosswind component, creates the full leeway vector. A
thorough discussion of these principles is given in many previous
key publications (Allen, 2005; Hackett et al., 2006; Breivik and
Allen, 2008; Breivik et al., 2013).

The leeway of an object does not just represent wind forcing
on a drifting object. As detailed in Brushett et al. (2014) and
Hodgins and Hodgins (1998), the total drift of an object is the
sum of the drift caused by the currents and the drift caused
by leeway. However, inside both of these sources of drift are
subcategories. The drift caused by currents can be thought of
as the superposition of the drift caused by surface currents and
the drift caused by stokes drift. The drift caused by leeway
can similarly be broken down into a component caused by
wind upon the surface of the ocean and the impact of waves.
Leeway estimates therefore include impacts from stokes drift,
waves, and wind. It has been shown by Hodgins and Hodgins
(1998) and Breivik and Allen (2008) that leeway impacts caused
by wave motion can be ignored for objects smaller than one
half of the wavelength of the average wave. The leeway caused
by the stokes drift from local wind driven sea waves will
predominantly be in the downwind direction. Leeway caused by
stokes drift from swell could occur in any direction and would
therefore be wrapped into both the downwind and crosswind
leeway estimates.

Leeway is normally calculated using either the direct method,
by measuring drift through water using attached current meters
and anemometers, or the indirect method of subtracting the
estimate of current drift from the total drift (Allen and Plourde,

1999). For different drift objects such as a person in the water,
a liferaft, or a 36′ sailboat, leeway parameters specific to each
object need to be measured and recorded for use during SAR
operations. As of this publication date there are 89 different
leeway categories available, with more being tested every year.
New advancements in leeway calculation have shown that it is
possible to create a model of leeway drift using the balance
of hydrodynamic and aerodynamic forces. This was conducted
by Di Maio et al. (2016) on a person in the water, with the
modeled leeway performing better than the statistical approach
described above. If this model proves accurate with other
objects, it could reduce the need for direct measurement of
leeway parameters.

3. OCEANOGRAPHIC DATA

Observational data can be used during search and rescue
operations in three main ways: (a) validation of numerical model
output, (b) used directly or through a short term predictivemodel
to predict drift, or (c) through assimilation into ocean models
that are then used to predict drift.

3.1. Surface Drifting Buoys
Surface drifting buoys are commonly used to validate ocean
currents during SAR operations (Breivik et al., 2013). These units
are deployed in the area of interest and their drift is compared to
available numerical model outputs, which aide in the placement
of search patterns used by response assets. A thorough discussion
of the use of surface drifting buoys for SAR is provided in
Berkson et al. (2019), Wilkin et al. (2017), Roarty et al. (2018),
and Roarty et al. (2016).

3.2. High Frequency Radar
The availability of High Frequency (HF) Radar surface current
data has expanded over the last twenty years. Integrated HF
radar networks are available for operational oceanographic use in
the United States (IOOS, discussed below), Australia (Australian
Coastal Ocean Radar Network, ACORN), the Mediterranean Sea
(Tracking Oil Spill and Coastal Awareness, TOSCA) and since
2017, as a global HF radar network (http://global-hfradar.org/).
The U.S. Integrated Ocean Observing System (IOOS), through
its academic and state partners, is one of the main providers of
HF radar data for SAR operations (Harlan et al., 2011) in the
United States. Work by Bellomo et al. (2015) showed that the
use of HF radar data in SAR and oil tracking operations reduced
position error and search range by up to a factor of 5. In addition
to the real-time surface currents which can be used for model
validation, in some regions the data is used to produce forecast
fields from a program called the Short Term Predictive System
(STPS) (Harlan et al., 2011). As discussed by Ullman et al. (2003),
the STPS, developed and run by the University of Connecticut
with support from US IOOS, predicts the surface currents up to
25 h in advance by breaking them down into two components:
a tidal-driven flow and a non-tidal driven flow (2003). The tidal
driven flow is predicted using harmonic analysis of 1 month of
HF radar data and the non-tidal flow is predicted using Gauss-
Markov estimation (Ullman et al., 2003). This STPS is presently
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available for SAR use for the entire West Coast where there is HF
radar coverage and on the East Coast in the Mid-Atlantic region.
However, this is not the only STPS available. Two complementary
studies used different modeling methods for STPS fromHF radar
data, one using a long historical record of HF radar currents
to train the model and the second was developed as STPS for
rapid deployment. Frolov et al. (2012) developed a predictive
algorithm for surface currents up to 48 h in the future by using
empirical orthogonal functions (EOFs). They used 1–2 years
(minimum) of previous HF radar data and deconstructed it
using EOFs to capture spatial variability which they then used
to train their model. Their EOF-based STPS was more accurate
for their area of interest than other existing operational model
forecasts. In contrast, Barrick et al. (2012) developed a STPS
for rapid deployment of HF radars in cases where radars are
deployed for emergency operations, such as oil spill response.
In this case, 1–2 years of HF radar data was not available to
initiate a short-term predictive model. Instead, they created a
STPS algorithm that could work with as little as 12 h of previous
data with predictions 24 h into the future. They did experience
poor performance during short-term local wind events, but
the majority of the predictions agreed with actual drift where
mean winds were used. Where available, these STPS programs
provide a spatially robust data set of predicted ocean currents for
emergency responders.

3.3. Data Assimilating Ocean Current
Models
The purpose of data assimilation into numerical models is
to move beyond a purely mathematical solution to one that
resembles reality as closely as possible. Le Traon (2013) outlines
three major advancements in oceanography: satellite altimetry,
Argo, and operational oceanography, but the three advancements
are not independent, instead they work hand in hand to
improve our knowledge of ocean science. Satellite altimetry
provides global high resolution, near-real time sea surface
heights. Oke and Schiller (2007) found that for the Ocean
Forecasting Australia Model (OFAM) altimetry was critical
in order to represent mesoscale variability, but without Argo
measurements salinity variations were not well resolved. This
was reinforced by Le Traon (2013), who showed that ocean
models rely on altimetry and Argo data sets to constrain
the models. Using data assimilation, improvements were also
noted in the Forecast Ocean Assimilation Model (FOAM) in
the North Atlantic and Nucleus for European Modeling of
Ocean VARiational (NEMOVAR) global output (Cummings
et al., 2009). However, data assimilation into models can be
a computationally intense processes that requires dedicated
supercomputers. In addition, not all observations are available
in real time and most observational data runs through at least
a preliminary quality control process before assimilation into a
model (Martin et al., 2015).

3.4. Search Models
To run drift simulations, the USCG uses the Search and Rescue
Optimal Planning System (SAROPS) computer program. This
program represents a large improvement in SAR technology

and methods, from previous versions or hand calculations.
For reference, Frost and Stone (2001) and Breivik et al.
(2013) provide a robust overview of search methods prior to
the implementation of SAROPS in the early 2000s. SAROPS
is computationally similar to SAR models used in the East
and South China Seas (Cho et al., 2014) and the Australian
SARMAP program (http://asascience.com/software/sarmap/).
SAROPS subjects drift objects to an ambient current with
the specific leeway coefficients input for each search object
given the observed or modeled wind speed and direction. It
then uses a Monte Carlo approach to forecast drift position
from a variety of initial condition scenarios that reflect the
information from the reporting sources. The initial conditions
include one to four search objects, uncertainty in time and spatial
distributions. The spatial distributions include: (1) bi-variate
normal distribution about point from a Last-Known-Position,
(2) uniform distribution over a regular polygon for simulating
fishing grounds, (3) distributions from lines of position(s) from
radio transmissions or flare sightings, and (4) simulated voyages
of the originating craft. Each object’s position is subject to
random walks to account for noise in the wind and current fields
at the location of the particles, where each subsequent application
of the random walk is correlated to the one before. One
simulation can be run with up to 10,000 particles (representing
10,000 different drift runs for each object) per initial scenario.
The output is then a probability map showing where the object
is most likely to be found at each time-step, based on location
of the highest particle density at that point in the simulation
and accounting for all previous search efforts and the subjective
weighting of the scenarios and 1–4 search objects likelihood. In
order to complete these calculations, SAROPS requires access
to oceanographic and meteorological data. This data is pulled
from the Environmental Data Server (EDS) that aggregates and
stores observational and forecasted wind and currents. This data
includes global and regional numerical model forecasts of ocean
currents and winds. It also includes inputs of observational
data from High Frequency (HF) Radars and Self-Locating
Datum Marker Buoys (SLMDBs), a code-style drifter deployed
during a SAR case to validate model currents. Both West and
East Coast STPS current fields are provided to the EDS for
use by SAROPS.

4. SEARCHES IN OFFSHORE AND
REMOTE LOCATIONS

What makes remote search and rescue different from mainland
scenarios is the low density of oceanographic data and the
distance from response assets. Outside of the near-shore waters,
many valuable resources are unavailable and due to the travel
distance for response assets, time available to search on scene
is reduced. In addition, responders have to take into account
fuel costs and crew fatigue constraints. The Central Pacific SAR
area of responsibility, and the Hawaiian Islands in particular,
make a good case study for remote SAR. The Hawaiian Islands
are isolated and have a low ratio of land to water (the
islands only make up around 28,000 km2). Here we investigate
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the location and density of SAR cases relative to available
oceanographic datasets in the Central Pacific and run three drift
simulations using SAROPS. These case studies allow us to look at
SAR statistics relative to available oceanographic resources and
identify areas for improvement.

4.1. Remote SAR Case Study: The
Hawaiian Islands
There are very few observational data sets available in the Central
Pacific that can be pulled into the EDS for use in SAROPS. One
observational data set that has recently been tested for use is the

FIGURE 1 | Search and Rescue cases (yellow dots) in the Hawaiian Island region from 2002 through 2018. Only offshore cases (>12 nm from land) are shown. Red

stars indicate the locations of High Frequency Radars, red diamonds are the locations of moored surface buoys. The black hatched boxes represents the spatial

coverage of the HF Radars.

FIGURE 2 | Search and Rescue cases (yellow dots) in the Western Pacific region from 2002 through 2018. Only offshore cases (>12 nm from land) are shown. Red

diamonds are the locations of moored surface buoys. The hatched areas represent coverage of ROMS models.
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surface portion of the 10-day ARGOS float cycle. While there
are close to 4,000 ARGO floats globally in the deep waters, only
a few of the open ocean SAR cases can directly benefit from
this data set. Most of the observations in the region are located
near the main Hawaiian Islands due to the large population
center located there. The only HF radar surface current data
in the entire Central Pacific is found on the Hawaiian Islands
(Figure 1). However, coverage is small. Only the southern and
western shores of Oahu, and Hilo Bay on the island of Hawaii,
are covered by real-time surface current data (red stars shown
in Figure 1). By comparison, near continuous HF radar surface
currents are available from Portland, Oregon to the California-
Mexico border. Also, in contrast from the continental United
States, there is a lack of STPS for surface currents based on the
HF Radar data. The Hawaiian Islands do have a local ROMS
model available. The Hawaii Regional Ocean Modeling System
(HROMS) is a 4-km resolution ocean model that covers the main
Hawaiian Islands. Nested inside are localized, higher resolution
models in frequently trafficked areas such as the south shore
of Oahu. Further information on HROMS is provided on the
Pacific IOOS (PacIOOS) website. Available from PacIOOS is a
regional Guam ROMS model with 2km resolution, as well as
a Western North Pacific ROMS model with 4 km resolution
(Figure 2). Outside of those resources, the rest of the Central
Pacific is left with only global scale ocean circulation models to
conduct drift predictions.

SAR case data in the Pacific were examined using geographical
position and case length, in hours (Figure 1). Most (66%) search
and rescue cases in the Central and Western Pacific occur within
12 nautical miles of land and were excluded from this analysis in
order to focus on offshore search and rescue. For these offshore
cases only a small percentage fall within the range of the HF
radar real-time surface currents (4.5%) while one fifth fall within
the Hawaii ROMS model currents (20%). If the Western Pacific
and Guam ROMS model currents are added, the total number
of offshore cases that are covered by ROMS increases to 40%.
A detailed breakdown of SAR cases covered by each data source
is provided in Table 1. The highest case density occurs near the
two main population centers, the Hawaiian Islands (Figure 1)
and Guam (Figure 2). However, once the cases are weighted by
the time response assets spent on scene, other areas grow in
importance. Since 2002, there have been 146 cases in offshore
waters (> 12nm from land) that exceeded 36 h with response
assets on scene. The majority of these cases occurred in the
Western Pacific near Guam, Palau, and the Federated States

TABLE 1 | Percentage of SAR cases covered by available ocean current data

sources.

Ocean current source % of cases covered

HF Radar 4.5

HI ROMS 20

Guam ROMS 6

Western Pacific ROMS 14

Combined ROMS total 40

of Micronesia. Although this represents only 2% of SAR cases,
due to the high hourly cost of response assets, these represent
long search time and high cost cases with a low probability of
success. In these locations, direct observations of ocean currents
are sparse, STPS from HF radars is unavailable, and coverage of
the data assimilating regional ocean models is unavailable for the
Federated States of Micronesia.

FIGURE 3 | SAROPS output from a simulated SAR case off Oahu. top:

Particle density map for a 14 foot sit on top kayak (brown) and person in the

water (pink) using ocean current data from available HF Radars. middle:

Particle density map for a 14-foot sit on top kayak (brown) and person in the

water (pink) using ocean current data from available HROM. bottom: Particle

density map for a 14-foot sit on top kayak (brown) and person in the water

(pink) using ocean current data from available global HYCOM.
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In order to investigate the impact of various observational
data on SAR predictions, a drift simulation was conducted near
the island of Oahu. The goal of the SAR simulation was to
compare drift results from three different surface current data
sources: direct observations via HF radar with 2-km horizontal
resolution, modeled surface currents from HROMS with 4-
km horizontal resolution, and modeled surface currents from
Global HYCOM at 1/12◦ horizontal resolution. Two SAR cases
were run simultaneously: a person in the water (PIW) without
a lifejacket and a 14′ sit-on-top kayak, both using the most
current leeway coefficients available in SAROPS. The case was
initiated with a last known position (LKP) for both objects of
21◦10.302′N, 158◦02.948′W. The objects were drifted for 48 h.
This time frame was chosen because it kept the objects within
the coverage of all three respective surface current sources during
the whole drift. Additional time allowed both the objects to
drift outside the coverage of the HF radar, invalidating the
comparison. For all three simulations, the same wind source
was used, the Hawaii-based Weather Research and Forecasting
(WRF) model at 3-km resolution. Particles were allowed to
both run ashore (sticky shoreline) or “bounce” off the shoreline
(slippery shoreline). The results of the three drift scenarios are
shown in Figure 3. Pink particles represent the PIW and brown
particles represent the kayak. The drift run using the HF radar
(Figure 3, top) resulted in the smallest area, with the particles
(both PIW and kayak) covering a 2,879 km2 area, compared to
the HROMS run (Figure 3, middle) coming in at 7,863 km2 and
HYCOM (Figure 3, bottom) with the largest area of 12,196 km2.
These results match previous studies that found that the use of
observational data including HF radar reduces search areas by
up to a factor of 3 (O’Donnell et al., 2005; Roarty et al., 2010;
Kohut et al., 2012).

5. RECOMMENDATIONS

One region in the Central Pacific that is not covered by ROMS
is the area to the south of Guam, extending from Palau to
the Federated States of Micronesia. This area contains 14.8% of
offshore SAR cases, including the majority of the cases lasting
longer than 36 h. Increasing available observations in this region
could benefit a large percentage of SAR cases. On a smaller
scale, near the population hubs of Guam and Hawaii, case dense

regions are the southern coast of Guam and the western shores
of Hawaii and Maui. Additional coverage here could increase
offshore SAR case coverage from 4.5 to 10%.

Another more cost effective alternative to installing additional
equipment is to maximize the use of what is already available.
Brushett et al. (2017) used consensus modeling to evaluate
search prediction effectiveness in the tropical Pacific. Using
four different global ocean models, they found that a three
or four model consensus search area was greatly reduced
from a single model search area with a four model consensus
being approximately one third the size of a search area
produced by a single model. In addition to the large reduction
in search area, they found that for their experiments, the
consensus search area always contained the actual found
position of the drift object. This is a promising result that
suggests in areas with few options, consensus forecasts for
SAR objects could reduce search area and decrease individual
model error.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Even as sensors and search platforms continue to improve,
mariners lost at sea aboard small craft which are difficult to detect,
remain a problem for the world’s coast guards. Narrowing search
areas by accessing accurate, verified surface current fields will go
a long way toward successfully locating survivors and survivor
craft, both saving lives and saving limited and expensive resource
hours. Accessing and fully using all the available oceanographic
data sets and numerical models is key to providing accurate
predictions for the SAR trajectory models.
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